The ability to recognize the actions of others is a core component of human visual intelligence. Here we investigate the computational mechanisms that allow the human visual system to recognize actions. We use a novel dataset of well-controlled naturalistic videos of five actions performed by five actors at five viewpoints and extend a class of biologically inspired hierarchical computational models of object recognition to recognize actions from videos. We explore a number of variations within the class of convolutional neural networks and assess the performance of each model on a viewpoint invariant action recognition task as well as how each one matches human neural activity measured with magnetoencephalography (MEG). We show that feed-forward spatiotemporal convolutional neural networks perform well on invariant action recognition tasks and account for the majority of the explainable variance in the neural data. We expand recent advances comparing artificial systems and neural recordings to explore the importance of specific computational aspects of each model, such as invariance to complex transformations. Our analysis allows us to understand how visual cortex is organized and provides evidence as to why this organization has prevailed. W e show that model features that improve performance on viewpoint invariant action recognition lead to model representations that better match human neural data. Our results show that spatio-temporal convolutional networks are a good model of how the human visual system solves action recognition and that robustness to complex transformations, such as 3D viewpoint invariance, is a specific computational goal driving the organization of visual processing in the human brain.
Introduction
Humans' ability to recognize actions of others is a crucial aspect of visual perception.
The degree of accuracy to which we can finely discern actions of others is largely 1 These authors contributed equally to this work unaffected by transformations that, while substantially changing the visual appearance of a given scene, do not change the semantics of what we observe (e.g. discriminating between walk and run at two different views). Here we investigate the computational and algorithmic level aspects of the neural representations supporting our ability to recognize actions robustly to complex transformations.
Throughout this paper we refer to action, by borrowing from the established taxonomy [1] , as the middle-ground between action primitives (e.g. raise the left foot and move it forward) and activities (e.g. playing basketball). Actions are possibly cyclical sequences of primitives like walking or running. A number of computer vision approaches have been proposed to extract action information from videos. These methods can be organized along the dimension of space-time locality. At one end of this spectrum, global approaches rely on fitting the scene at hand to a joint-based model of human bodies and describing actions as sequences of joint configurations in time [2] or on descriptors of the entire scene in space and time [3] - [5] . Local approaches on the other hand describe a scene in a bottom up fashion by detecting the presence of features that are local in space and time; these local descriptors are then combined in more complex representations in a hierarchical manner [6] - [8] . Convolutional neural networks fall squarely into the space-time local approaches and have prevailed as the best performing methods on action recognition tasks [9] , [10] . The basic architecture of these artificial systems is loosely inspired by the organization of visual cortex. The recent success of convolutional neural networks in a wide variety of aspects of perception, including object and face recognition [11] - [13] and their close relation to visual cortex has inspired the development of methods to match and compare representations encoded in non-invasive brain imaging as well as neurophysiology data to those produced by this class of artificial systems.
Comparing neural data and computer models of perception, using representational similarity analysis (RSA) [14] has provided precise computational accounts of the visual representations underlying invariant object recognition. This line work has revealed that optimizing the parameters of a convolutional neural network for performance on simple discrimination tasks (e.g. object recognition) results in models that produce representations matching neural recordings in humans and monkeys [15] - [19] . Here we utilize and expand these methods to compare neural representations, measured with MEG recordings from [20] , and computational models to gain insight on how we recognize actions from videos.
In this study, we test several variations of convolutional neural networks and put two main hypotheses to the test, the first is that the algorithmic level aspects of the neural computations underlying human action recognition can be modeled by feedforward neural networks that are convolutional in space and time [9] , [21] . The second hypothesis is that building representations that are robust to complex transformations is the computational level goal driving these networks [22] , [23] .
We investigate the effects of changes in the neural architecture and learning strategies for the preferred receptive fields of simple cells in our computational models.
Our approach allows us to pinpoint the specific aspects of convolutional neural networks that make them a useful model of how human visual cortex represents the action of others. By exploring which modifications lead to more efficacious systems, and optimizing performance on which tasks better predict how well a model explains the neural data we are able to learn what computational aspects are relevant to the organization of visual cortex and which network architectures provide a more accurate account of how it computes representations of human actions.
Results

Novel invariant action recognition dataset
To study the effect of changes in view and actor on action recognition, we filmed a dataset of five actors performing five different actions (drink, eat, jump, run and walk) on a treadmill from five different views (0, 45, 90, 135, and 180 degrees from the front of the actor/treadmill; the treadmill rather than the camera was rotated in place to acquire from different viewpoints) [ Figure 1 ]. This dataset allows testing of actor and view invariant action recognition, with few low-level confounds. The dataset was filmed on a fixed, constant background. To avoid low-level object/action cues (e.g. the action "drink" being classified as the only videos with a water bottle in the scene) and guarantee that the main sources of variation of visual appearance are due to actions, actors and viewpoint, the actors held the same objects (an apple and a water bottle) in each video, regardless of the action they performed. This controlled design allows us to test our hypotheses on the computational mechanisms underlying invariant recognition in the human visual system without having to settle for a synthetic dataset. Each action-actor-view combination was filmed for at least 52-seconds. The videos were cut into two-second clips that each included at least one cycle of each action, and started at random points in the cycle (for example, a jump may start midair or on the ground). The dataset includes 26 two-second clips for each actor, action, and view, for a total of 3250 video clips. 
Recognizing actions with a biologically-inspired hierarchical model
We trained variants of Spatio-temporal Convolutional Neural Networks to see if they provide an algorithmic explanation of how the brain quickly computes a representation for the actions of others. These systems are extensions convolutional neural networks, which have successfully explained object recognition in static images [24] - [26] , to stimuli that extend in time. Spatio-temporal convolutional neural networks are hierarchical models: an input video goes through a layer of computation and the output of this layer serves as input to the next layer, the sequence of layers is inspired by Hubel and Wiesel's findings in primary visual cortex, and is constructed by alternating layers of simple cells, which perform template matching or convolution, and complex cells, which perform max pooling [27] . Qualitatively, these models work by detecting the presence (or lack thereof) of a certain video segment (a template) in the input stimulus. The exact position in space and time of the detected template is discarded by the pooling mechanism and only the information about its presence is passed on to the next layer 2 .
The specific models that we present here consist of two simple-complex layer pairs denoted S1, C1, S2 and C2 [ Figure 2 ]. We separately investigate the role of network architecture and learning strategies for simple cells' templates to improve robustness to complex transformations.
2 Models templates extend both in space and time in these models so a scrambled stimulus would elicit a substantially different response from a temporally coherent one as the template matching stage would be disrupted. 
The role of network architectures in action recognition
The first model class allows us to assess the performance of different neural architectures with a fixed set of biologically inspired templates. These model instances have hard coded S1 templates (moving Gabor-like stimuli, with both a spatial and temporal component, that model the receptive fields found in primate V1 and MT cells [28] - [30] ) and S2 templates that are sampled from a dataset denoted template-set (see methods section). In order to produce a response that is invariant to rotation in depth, the model's top complex cell units (C2) pool over all templates containing patches of videos of a single actor performing a specific action recorded at different viewpoints.
This "pooling across channels" mechanism detects the presence of a certain template (e.g. the torso of someone running) regardless of its 3D pose to produce a pose invariant signature. Both theoretical insights and experimental evidence have suggested how this wiring across views might be learned in development [31] - [34] . We compare this structured model to a traditional convolutional model that does not pool over channels, and to an unstructured control model, which contains the same templates, but where action is not taken into account in the pooling scheme and instead each C2 cell pools over a random, unstructured set of S2 cell templates [ Figure 3b ].
The role of template weights in action recognition
The second model class is similar in its basic structure to the previous one described above but its S1 and S2 templates are learned from the template dataset (see methods section) using back-propagation [35] (unlike the first model which has fixed templates).
We can use the comparison of the two models to test the effect of learning templates.
Again we compare different pooling architectures: specifically, a model that pools over C2 channels, to traditional convolutional neural networks with no additional pooling.
Model performance on invariant action recognition task
We test the performance of each model by training and testing a machine learning classifier to recognize actions based on the model response to entire videos. The machine learning classifier is trained on responses to videos at one of two viewpoints, 0
or 90 degrees, and tested on responses to videos either at the same viewpoint (within view) or at the opposite one (across view), this experimental design lets us test the model's ability to produce a signature that is useful to recognize actions and generalize across views. We find that top layer responses from all models can discriminate actions equally well when a classifier is trained and tested on model responses to videos at the same viewpoint. Learning templates and pooling over C2 channels both improve invariant recognition performance. Importantly, a motion energy model (C1 layer of the model described below) cannot distinguish action invariant to view, showing that these results are not due to low level dataset confounds. [ Figure 4 ].
These results show that models with templates learned via back-propagation perform best on our invariant action discrimination task. The second, insight is that the simple pooling across channels described above improves invariant action decoding performance. Particularly in the first model class, pooling across view works significantly better than just pooling across random templates. This suggests that non-affine transformations can be dealt with in the same manner as scale and position are with convolution and pooling. 
Comparing MEG data and model representations
We quantitatively measure how well the computational models we introduced above match the pattern of neural responses elicited by the same action videos by using representational similarity analysis [14] , [36] to compare the video representation recorded using magnetoencephalography (MEG) and the model responses.
Eight subjects viewed two views (0 and 90 degrees) from the dataset described above and were instructed to recognize which of the five actions was performed in each video while their neural activity was recorded with a MEG scanner. We average raw MEG data from each sensor across a 10ms window sliding by 5ms and across stimulus repetitions within each of the eight subjects. For each subject, video and time-point the MEG representation is encoded in a 306 dimensional vector with each entry being associated with a single sensor. We only consider recordings at the peak action recognition decoding time reported in the original paper (420ms after stimulus onset).
See [37] [20] for more details.
We compute representational similarity matrices for each model at the C1 and C2 layers and compare it with the similarity matrix computed from MEG recordings. We observe that the C2 units of the highest performing model with pooling over channels and templates learned through back-propagation produce a representation that matches that read out from the MEG recordings significantly better than any other model.
Furthermore, among the models with templates that are not learned through backpropagation, the model featuring structured pooling across 3D viewpoints matches the neural data significantly better than its unstructured and convolutional counterparts [ Figure 4B ]. Overall, traits that lead to better performance, especially in the viewpoint invariant action recognition task -learning templates from data, pooling across channels -also lead to a better match to neural data despite the fact that these architectures and template changes were not designed to match the MEG data, only to optimize performance on the invariant action recognition task.
Figure 5: Representational similarity analysis. We report here the representational similarity between the MEG recordings and each stage of the models described in Figure 4. The representational similarity is measured at the peak of MEG decoding accuracy for the action recognition task. The bottom black line indicates the chance level as measured by a permutation test (worst case across conditions and time). The top black line indicates the noise ceiling measured as the best agreement between one held-out human subject and the remaining subjects' mean (best case across subjects).
Brackets indicate a statistically significant difference with p<0.05.
Discussion
Our results further our understanding of how our brain recognizes the actions of others in complex visual scenes in three aspects. First, we present a novel, well-controlled dataset to study the transformations of actor and viewpoint, in an isolated and parameterized manner [38] . Second, we show that convolutional neural networks can recognize actions invariant to actor and view (non-affine transformations). Finally, we
show that these models offer a compelling algorithmic level model of the neural mechanisms underlying fast and invariant action representations in visual cortex [6] .
Our computational models, particularly those that pool over top layer channels, produce robust representations for actions that closely match those encoded in human neural data. The results presented here show that simple-complex cell architectures [22] , are sufficient to explain fast invariant action recognition across video stimuli with complex transformations and suggest that no special neural circuitry is required to achieve robustness to complex, non-affine transformations, such as changes in action and viewpoint. Previous work investigating invariance to non-affine transformations in visual perception has suggested that humans learn complete generative model of 3D objects in order to solve recognition tasks robustly [39] . Our results indicate that a discriminative feedback signal is sufficient to learn the appropriate templates and that learning a full generative model might not be necessary for invariant recognition.
We show that architecture and template modifications that improve model performance on the invariant action recognition task, specifically, learning templates with back-propagation and pooling over channels to build viewpoint invariance, improve how well the model's representation matches neural data. These results suggest that building robustness to complex transformations is a specific computational goal of visual cortex.
Comparing artificial visual architectures and primate neural recordings at the representational level has recently received considerable attention [14] , [16] , [36] . Our work and findings are in accord with what has been reported in this line of work, in broad strokes, systems that perform better at discriminative tasks tend to better match the neural data. This work expands representational similarity analysis to action recognition.
We further use this analysis tool to investigate specific computational goals of the human visual system, in particular, invariance. By designing experiments that address specific computational aspects and showing which of these provide better matching with neural data we can gain insights on not only how our perception system is organized but also glimpse into why this organization has prevailed.
Conclusions
Our findings suggest that, simple spatio-temporal convolutional networks can support neural representations for actor-and view-invariant action recognition. Model features that improve classification accuracy for invariant action recognition produce representations that better match those encoded in MEG brain recordings. Computing representations for actions that are invariant to complex transformations such as viewpoint and actor is a specific computational goal of visual cortex. Our contributions expand methods to match and compare neural data and computational models representations to visual stimuli that extend in time, and shows that for actions of others, like for inanimate objects, computational models that perform better at a recognition task more closely match neural data. This line of work has shown that with limited computational constraints and by optimizing simple task oriented metrics one can obtain accurate models of visual cortex. Our findings strengthen this claim by broadening the scope of these methods to include stimuli that extend in time, human MEG data, by specifically analyzing the separate roles of templates and network architecture we were able to use RSA as a tool to delve deeper into the organization of our perceptual systems and understand which computational aspects are relevant to its organization.
We filmed a dataset of five actors performing five actions (run, walk, jump, eat and drink) from five views (0, 45, 90, 135, and 180 degrees from the front) on a treadmill in front of a fixed background. By using a treadmill we avoided having actors move in and out of frame during the video. To avoid low-level object confounds, the actors held a water bottle and an apple in each hand, regardless of the action they performed. Each action was filmed for 52 seconds, and then cut into 26 two-second clips at 30 fps.
Models with fixed templates
Models are composed of 4 layers. The input video is scaled down, preserving the aspect ratio, to 128x76px. Models were implemented with CNS: Cortical Network Simulator, a GPU library to declare Convolutional Architectures [26] . For this class of models, a total of three scaled replicas of each video are run through the model in parallel; the scaling is by a factor of 1/2. The first layer is composed of a grid of simple cells placed 1px apart (no sub-sampling), the templates for these units are Gabor receptive fields that move in space while they change phase (as described in previous studies on the receptive fields of V1 and MT cells [28] , [30] , [40] 
Models with templates learned through back-propagation
The second class of models was written using the Torch nn and cunn packages and their Volumetric modules. The models are identical to the ones described above except for three differences: templates are learned through back-propagation, there is no scale replication of input nor templates. Using shorthand notation the architecture is as follows: in the first few iterations. We use mini-batches of 10 videos to estimate the gradient. The networks that pool over channels while learning templates are implemented with a standard Max-Out network layer [43] .
Video pre-processing and classification
We used non-causal temporal median filtering background subtraction for all videos [44] .
All classification experiments for the model were carried out using the Gaussian Kernel
Regularized Least Squares classification pipeline available in the GURLS package [45] .
Both the kernel bandwidth and the regularization parameter were chosen using leaveone-out cross validation.
Action recognition experiments
Model experiments are divided in three steps: sampling or learning templates from a template set in order to populate the model's units, computing the model's response to a set of training and test videos and lastly training and testing a classifier on these responses to report its accuracy. For each experiment we make sure that the test set has no overlap with neither the template nor the training sets.
When the templates are learned from data, we allow the back-propagation algorithm to proceed for 10 full passes over the template set. In these cases, the loss that the network minimizes is a Negative Log-likelihood classification loss. Before starting the optimization on the sample set we endow the network with a linear classifier for the target class "action" composed of two hidden fully connected layers with 256 and 128
hidden units respectively and a logarithmic soft-max on the output of the last layer.
These layers were then removed at the end of training and only the model output was considered.
When the templates were sampled from the template set, the sampling probability was uniform across classes and uniform across videos and space-time position within each class.
For all models the template set contained 2600 videos of four out of the five actors performing all five actions and at all five views. The training set for this experiment was composed of 600 videos of four of the five actors performing all five actions at either the frontal or side viewpoints. The test set was composed of 150 videos of the fifth actor performing all five actions at either the frontal or side viewpoint. We only used either one of the viewpoints to train or test so as to verify the ability of the model to recognize actions within the same view and to generalize across views. This sample/train/test split was repeated five times, using each actor for testing once and re-sampling the S2
templates each time.
Representational Similarities analysis
Representational Similarity Analysis for representational similarity was introduced in [14] as a tool to measure the degree of agreement between two representations of the same data that are not directly comparable. We applied the method as described in the original paper to our data. We computed a pairwise dissimilarity matrix for the model representation (see below for conditions) of each of 50 unique videos. We generated the pairwise dissimilarity matrix induced by the raw sensor outputs (averaged over 10
showings, within subject), for each time point and each of eight different subjects and then averaged across the eight subjects. For each time point we bootstrapped 50 times a subsample of 30 rows and columns from the dissimilarity matrices of both MEG and model. We then computed the Spearman correlation coefficient between the lower triangular portion of this matrix and reported this number as the measure of agreement.
We performed the same analysis but scrambled the rows and columns of the model dissimilarity matrix 100 times and recorded the best agreement and used it as reference for chance.
Finally we used the same technique to assess the degree of agreement across human subjects. We used the method described above to compare each individual subject to the subjects' mean dissimilarity matrix.
